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Abstract—In May 1999, the European Space Agency (ESA)
selected the Earth Explorer Opportunity Soil Moisture and
Ocean Salinity (SMOS) mission to obtain global and frequent soil
moisture and ocean salinity maps. SMOS single payload is the
Microwave Imaging Radiometer by Aperture Synthesis (MIRAS),
an L-band two-dimensional aperture synthesis radiometer with
multiangular observation capabilities. At L-band, the brightness
temperature sensitivity to the sea surface salinity (SSS) is low,
approximately 0.5 K/psu at 20 C, decreasing to 0.25 K/psu at
0 C, comparable to that to the wind speed 0.2 K/(m/s) at
nadir. However, at a given time, the sea state does not depend only
on local winds, but on the local wind history and the presence
of waves traveling from far distances. The Wnd and Salinity
Experiment (WISE) 2000 and 2001 campaigns were sponsored by
ESA to determine the impact of oceanographic and atmospheric
variables on the L-band brightness temperature at vertical and
horizontal polarizations. This paper presents the results of the
analysis of three nonstationary sea state conditions: growing and
decreasing sea, and the presence of swell. Measured sea surface
spectra are compared with the theoretical ones, computed using
the instantaneous wind speed. Differences can be minimized using
an “effective wind speed” that makes the theoretical spectrum
best match the measured one. The impact on the predicted
brightness temperatures is then assessed using the small slope
approximation/small perturbation method (SSA/SPM).

Index Terms—Nonstationary sea conditions, sea surface emis-
sivity at L-band, sea surface spectrum, swell effect.

I. INTRODUCTION

K NOWLEDGE of the distribution of salt in the ocean
and its annual and interannual variability are crucial

in understanding the role of the ocean in the climate system.
The measurement of the sea surface salinity (SSS) is one
of the challenges of the European Space Agency’s (ESA)
Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) Earth Explorer
Opportunity mission. SMOS single payload is the Microwave
Imaging Radiometer by Aperture Synthesis (MIRAS), a
two-dimensional (2-D) L-band synthetic aperture radiometer
with full-polarimetric capability. Two-dimensional brightness
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temperature images will provide looks of the same pixel under
incidence angles from 0to almost 65, which requires the
development of soil and sea emission models in the whole
range of incidence angles, and suitable geophysical parameters
retrieval algorithms.

The dielectric permittivity for seawater is determined, among
other variables, by salinity. Therefore, in principle, it is possible
to retrieve SSS from passive microwave measurements as long
as the variables influencing the brightness temperature (TB)
signal (sea surface temperature, roughness, and foam) can be
accounted for at different viewing angles, polarizations, and fre-
quencies. The sensitivity of TB to SSS is maximum at low mi-
crowave frequencies, and good conditions for salinity retrieval
are found at L-band (1.4 GHz). However, even at this frequency,
the sensitivity of TB to SSS is still low ( 0.5 K/psu for a sea
surface temperature SST 20 C, decreasing to 0.25 K/psu
for SST 0 C), which is comparable to that to the wind speed
( 0.2 K/(m/s) at nadir). Consequently, it places demanding re-
quirements on both the performance of the instrument, and the
geophysical modeling of the sea surface and its emissivity.

The SSS retrieval algorithms for the SMOS mission must
then include: 1) the variation of the local incidence angle, as a
pixel appears in consecutive snap-shots, and eventually 2) the
azimuthal variation of the sea emissivity or sea emission az-
imuthal signature. These two points require an accurate mod-
eling of the sea surface emissivity at L-band. However, until
recently, experimental data were very scarce. The main goal
of the ESA-sponsored Wind and Salinity Experiment (WISE)
2000 and 2001 campaigns was to determine the TB sensitivity
to wind speed (or sea state) [1], [2]. The campaigns took place
at Repsol’s Casablanca oil rig, located at 4043.02N 21.50E,
40 km away from the Ebro River mouth on the coast of Tar-
ragona, Spain. The sea bed is 165 m, and the sea conditions are
representative of the Mediterranean shelf/slope region with peri-
odic influence of the Ebro River fresh water plume. WISE 2000
data acquisition spanned from November 25 to December 18,
2000 and from January 8 to January 15, 2001, and WISE 2001
from October 23 to November 22, 2001.

It is known that the wind is the major disturbing force of the
sea surface [3]. In WISE 2000 and 2001, part of the discrepan-
cies between the brightness temperature data and the brightness
temperature computed using instantaneous local wind speed are
attributed to wave reflections in the oil rig structure, the presence
of waves originated by winds that have blown far away, and sea
state conditions different from those of fully developed sea [4].

In Section II, a description of some sea surface roughness
models and the involved parameters are presented. Then, in
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Fig. 1. Dependence of the unified omnidirectional spectrum with the inverse-wave-age (the used values of
 are 0.84, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5). Wind speed is 15 m/s.

Section III, the most representative climatologic conditions
occurred during WISE campaigns are analyzed. In fact, we
present an intercomparison of measured spectra in WISE
campaigns with the ones computed by models when the
simultaneously measured wind speed is applied. Finally,
the difference between the brightness temperatures for both
spectra (measured and theoretical depending only with the
instantaneous wind speed) is obtained. It is demonstrated that
this difference is comparable to the brightness temperature SSS
signature. Therefore, in order to achieve the required accuracy
in SSS retrieval, it is necessary to know the actual sea state
conditions and not only the instantaneous wind speed.

II. M ODELING THE SEA STATE

The statistical description of the sea surface is represented by
its directional spectrum , defined as the Fourier trans-
form of the autocorrelation function of the surface height. Sea
state evolves both in time and space. The evolution of spectral
sea surface components atwavenumber, traveling in thedi-
rection, along a distance, during a time , follows the energy
balance or transport equation for deep-water [5]

(1)

where is the group speed. The right-hand side of (1) adds the
wind energy input ( ), the dissipation ( ), and the transfer-
ence of energy among frequency components due to nonlinear
interactions ( ) [6].

Due to frictional drag in the air–surface interface, first short
capillary waves are developed. Part of the capillary wave energy
is then transferred to longer wavelength gravity waves, and as
time elapses the wavelength associated to the spectral peak and
total energy increase. This process continues until an equilib-
rium state, in which the input wind energy balances the energy

dissipation, is reached. In this state, the sea is said to be fully
developed. The time necessary to develop gravity waves is then
higher than that to develop capillary waves. When wind stops,
short waves disappear rapidly, while long waves take longer and
may last for several days, which allows them to propagate over
long distances and add to locally generated waves. This phe-
nomenon is usually known as swell, and it is considered to con-
tain wave-periods higher than 10 s, approximately [7].

The directional spectrum [(1)] is divided into the om-
nidirectional spectrum and the angular spreading function

[(2)]

(2)

The spreading function, which is even and real, can be decom-
posed by a Fourier series expansion

(3)

and it is usually approximated with the two first terms [8]

(4)

Many sea roughness spectrum models have been developed.
A comprehensive description of them is presented in [8]. How-
ever, most of them assume fully developed sea state conditions,
a situation that requires that the wind blows at constant speed
and direction during a given time and distance. Fully developed
sea spectra depend only on the wind measured at a reference
height. In this work, we use the wind speed measured at 10 m
( ). The distance that a constant wind vector covers is called
fetch ( , in meters), and its dimensionless value is ,
where is the wavenumber, defined as [9]. As
the wind speed increases, both fetch and wind action time must
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(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 2. Growing sea case. (a) Wind speed referred to 10-m height during 24 h before the nominal measurement time. (b) Buoy-measured spectrum (solid line),
unified spectrum computed with the equivalent wind speedU = 6.77 m/s (dotted line), and unified spectrum computed with the 3-h averaged wind speed
measured at 10-m heightU = 7.73 m/s (dashed line). (c) Difference of brightness temperature at vertical (dotted line) and horizontal (dashed line) polarizations
computed with the SSA/SPM method using the theoretical unified spectrum calculated withU = 6.77 m/s minus the one obtained with the measured wind speed
U = 7.73 m/s. The error is positive for the horizontal polarization and negative for the vertical polarization in accordance with a spectrum overestimation.

increase to reach the conditions of fully developed sea [3]. In
WISE experiments, because of the oil rig situation (see the in-
troduction), in most cases when the wind blows from the west or
northwest, the sea cannot be considered fully developed. Dom-
inant winds in the Casablanca oil rig are from the north and
northwest. Winds from the South are much rarer.

From the study of an extensive dataset of developing sea
states, Donelanet al. [10] and Dobson [11] obtained a depen-
dence of the long-wave spectrum with the dimensionless in-
verse-wave-age parameter , where is the wave
phase speed at the spectral peak. Taking into account the rela-
tionship between the dimensionless energy with the fetch [12],
Elfouhaily [8] derived the following fetch to inverse-wave-age
relationship:

(5)

where is the angle between the wind and the dominant waves
at the spectral peak and its value is always close to zero, and then

. Seas are said to be fully developed, mature and young
when has values closed to 0.84, 1 and 2, respectively.
Fig. 1 shows the strong dependence of the unified omnidirec-
tional spectrum, described in [8] (wind speed equal to 15 m/s)
with the inverse-wave-age ( varying from 0.84 to 5).

Section III presents some plots of measured wind speed and
spectra during WISE campaigns, showing that in most condi-
tions the sea state cannot be considered fully developed. The
impact of sea state on the brightness temperatures is evaluated
using the small slope approximation/small perturbation method
(SSA/SPM) model [13], [14]. This model provides good agree-
ment with measured and its sensitivity to wind speed.

III. SEA STATE IN NONSTATIONARY CONDITIONS: IMPACT ON

THE BRIGHTNESSTEMPERATURE ATL-BAND

During WISE campaigns wind speeds at 2.6- and 69-m height
were recorded and referred to 10 m using the following [15]:

cm/s (6)
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(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 3. Decreasing sea case. (a) Wind speed referred to 10-m height during 24 h before the nominal measurement time. (b) Buoy-measured spectrum (solid
line), unified spectrum computed with the equivalent wind speedU = 7.45 m/s (dotted line) and unified spectrum computed with the 3-h averaged wind speed
measured at 10 mU = 5.21 m/s (dashed line). (c) Difference of brightness temperature at vertical (dotted line) and horizontal (dashed line) polarizations computed
with the SSA/SPM method with the theoretical unified spectrum calculated withU = 7.45 m/s andU = 5.21 m/s. The error is positive for the vertical
polarization and negative for the horizontal polarization in accordance with a spectrum underestimation.

where and are the wind speed at heightand the friction
speed, respectively, and is obtained from

(7)

Furthermore, the sea surface elevation spectra were simulta-
neously measured by a wave-rider buoy. During 3 h, the buoy
measures the sea height, and then, it is Fourier transformed.
Nevertheless, the measured spectra are defined with only 14
points and the accuracy of the numerical method depends on
the number of points used in the numerical integration of the sea
surface spectrum. Hence, the energy of each measured spectrum
has been obtained, and then, an equivalent wind speed () has
been estimated in order to compute a unified wind driven spec-
trum with the same energy as the measured one. Thecom-
puted with the wind driven spectrum for the equivalent wind
speed ( ), at different representative moments during WISE
campaigns, were compared with the computed with the wind
driven spectrum applying the simultaneously measured wind

speed. In fact, in order to be consistent with the 3-h measure-
ments of the buoy, it has been used the average of wind speeds
recorded during the 3 h of the buoymeasurements ( ). Three
events are presented below as examples of three real sea con-
ditions: growing sea, decreasing sea and sea affected by swell.
None of their spectra is well characterized by fully developed
models.

The brightness temperatures were computed using the
second-order SSA/SPM emissivity model [16]. Johnson and
Zhang recall a theoretical development of this method in [13].
In that paper, the physics of the emission process predicted
by SSA/SPM was clarified. The use of the SSA/SPM up to
the second-order obtains an expansion in surface slope, with
zero-order terms reproducing flat surface emission results,
first-order terms identically zero, and the second-order terms
providing the first prediction of changes from flat surface
brightness. Second-order terms take the form of an integral
of a set of weighting functions over the surface directional
spectrum. Properties of a directional spectrum result in no first
harmonic variation being obtained; a third-order SSA/SPM is
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(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 4. Swell case. (a) Wind speed referred to 10-m height during 24 h before the nominal measurement time. (b) Buoy-measured spectrum (solid line), unified
spectrum computed with the 3-h averaged wind speed measured at 10-m heightU = 11.33 m/s (dotted line) and the same spectrum plus swell spectrum with the
parameters shown in the box (dashed line). (c) Difference of brightness temperature at vertical (dotted line) and horizontal (dashed line) polarizations computed with
the SSA/SPM method with the theoretical unified spectrum calculated with the equivalent wind speed and the averaged measured wind speed. The swell increases
the roughness. The error is positive for the vertical polarization and negative for the horizontal polarization in accordance with a spectrum underestimation.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. (a) Significant wave height (SWH) defined as H1/3 the average of the highest third of the waves [m], and (b) maximum wave period [s] from October 15
to November 22, 2001.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 6. Brightness temperature difference between the unified theoretical spectrum without swell and with swell. (a) and (c) Result for the horizontal polarization.
(b) and (d) Result for the vertical polarization. In (a) and (b), the swell direction relative to the wind direction is 0. In (c) and (d), the swell direction is 45respect
to the wind direction. Plot (e) compares the cuts at� = 30 in (a) and (c), and plot (f) compares the cuts at� = 30 in (b) and (d). The objective of (e) and (f) is
to show the shifting in the error signature due to the angle between the wind and the swell directions.
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required to obtain the first harmonics. Only the second-order
expansion is considered in this study. No artificial cutoff
wavenumber is required to separate small and large scale waves
in this method.

A. Growing Sea

Fig. 2 corresponds to measurements held on November 1,
2001 at 6A.M. (day of year 305) and shows an example of a
growing sea that has not reached the fully developed conditions.
The wind speed evolution during the previous 24 h is presented
in Fig. 2(a), and shows two wind speed jumps: the first one 6 h
before the measurement and the second one only half an hour.
A large discrepancy between the measured spectrum (solid line)
and the unified spectrum for a fully developed sea (dotted line)
computed with the 3-h averaged wind speed at 10 m from sea
level, 7.73 m/s, is observed in Fig. 2(b). The measured
spectrum could also be approximated using an inverse-wave-age
larger than 0.84 (fully developed sea), which means that the
sea has not reached maturity conditions. Nevertheless, the dis-
agreement is still considerable. This is because the theoretical
growing spectrum is the transient state between a flat sea and the
fully developed sea under a constant wind blowing for a quite
long time, whereas the actual situation is the sum of nonconstant
local wind effect, plus the contribution of the energy propagated
from remote places. An equivalent wind speed 6.27 m/s
has been obtained. This wind speed has an associated unified
spectrum [dashed line in Fig. 2(b)] with the same energy as
the measured one. Fig. 2(c) shows the difference between the
brightness temperatures computed by SSA/SSPM for the fully
developed unified spectra with (same energy than measure-
ment) and (average of 3-h measured wind speed). The error
is negligible at nadir, but increases with elevation angle reaching
values around 0.1 K and 0.12 K for and , respectively.
As compared to the salinity brightness temperature signature
(see the introduction), these values are not negligible at all.

B. Decreasing Sea

Fig. 3 corresponds to measurements on November 4, 2001 at
12 A.M. (day of year 308) and represents an example of a de-
creasing sea. The wind speed evolution during the previous 24 h
is plotted in Fig. 3(a). The wind speed tends to decrease from
20 h before the measurement. Fig. 3(b) shows the measured
spectrum (solid line), the unified spectrum for a fully developed
sea for the 3-h averaged wind speed at 10 m 5.21 m/s
(dotted line) and the unified spectrum for a fully developed sea
considering the equivalent wind speed 7.45 m/s (dashed
line). As expected, the measured spectrum shows a greater con-
tribution of the long waves than the corresponding theoretical
fully developed spectrum. In general, the inertia of the long
waves creates a remnant roughness over the sea surface, which
propagates long distances and leads to the appearance of swell
(example C).

Fig. 3(c) shows the difference between the brightness tem-
peratures computed for the equivalent wind speed () and the
averaged wind speed ( ). The error is negligible at nadir but
increases with elevation angle reaching values around 0.22 and

0.2 for and , respectively. This plot shows an opposite
behavior with respect to the one in Fig. 2(c), which presents

the brightness temperature error for an example of growing sea.
Now, the error is positive for the horizontal polarization and neg-
ative for the vertical one. In the previous case, the estimated
roughness was greater than the real one, while for decreasing
sea the estimated roughness is lower than the real one. The ten-
dency of the brightness temperature error is consistent with the
emissivity dependence to the wind, and hence, to the sea sur-
face roughness: an increment of the sea roughness produces an
increment of and a decrement of .

C. Swell Effects

The spectrum is usually the result of the local wind generated
roughness and the swell propagated from other places. Plots in
Fig. 4 corresponds to measurements on November 10, 2001 at
9 P.M. day of year 314) and show an example of the swell
effect on the spectrum and its emissivity. The wind speed evo-
lution during the previous 24 h is more constant than in the
previous two examples, but in previous days [Fig. 5(a)] intense
wind blew and significant wave heights (defined as the average
of one third of the highest waves) of about 1.8 m were still
present in the area [Fig. 5(b)].

Swell spectrum can be modeled by a narrowband Gaussian
process with a 2-D roughness spectrum [17] with parameters:
swell height variance , directional standard deviations
and , and swell spectral peak wave numbers and ,
in the directions and , respectively, which are not usually
coincident with the up-wind and cross-wind directions

(8)

Then, the contribution of the swell to the omnidirectional
spectrum can be obtained using the following relation:

(9)

Fig. 4(b) shows the omnidirectional sea surface spectrum
measured by the wave rider buoy (solid line), the unified
fully developed spectrum for 3-h averaged wind speed

11.33 m/s (dashed line), and this spectrum plus a swell
spectrum . The swell contribution to the spectrum has
been obtained with the following parameters: 0.28 m,

0.011 m , and 0.043 rad/m
(dotted line). These values have been chosen in order to
minimize the difference between the measured spectrum and
the wind-driven fully developed unified spectrum. It is clear
that the combined model (dotted line) shows a better agreement
with the measured spectrum than just the fully developed sea
spectrum.

Fig. 4(c) shows the difference between the computed bright-
ness temperatures at vertical and horizontal polarizations (
and ) when adding the swell effect or not. As in the pre-
vious case, the total roughness (swell and wind effects) is greater
than the theoretical one. Therefore, the error for the vertical po-
larization is positive, whereas it is negative for the horizontal
polarization.
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Finally, since the swell has a very directional behavior,
in Fig. 6 the same difference (emissivity of a sea surface
roughened by swell and wind and the one roughened only by
wind) is plotted respect to azimuth angle as well. The azimuthal
signature is quite small and decreases with the elevation angle.
Fig. 6(a) and (b) shows the dependence of the error when the
swell effect is neglected for the vertical and the horizontal
polarizations, respectively. In those plots the swell and wind
directions are the same. If the angle between the swell and the
wind directions is 45, this error is only shifted [see Fig. 6(c)
and (d)]. In order to better appreciate this shifting, Fig. 6(e)
and (f) plots the 30 cut in those figures. A shift of 45
is appreciated between dotted lines (swell and wind with the
same direction) and solid line (45between the swell and the
wind directions).

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper demonstrates that it is important to know the ac-
tual sea state in the prediction of the L-band radiometric emis-
sion. First of all, fully developed wind-driven unified spectra
computed with the 3-h averaged measured wind at 10 m
have been compared with the measured spectra during WISE
campaigns, and a great disagreement has been appreciated. The
measured spectra are defined with only 14 points and the accu-
racy of the emissivity method depends on the number of points
used in the numerical integral. Hence, the energy of each mea-
sured spectrum has been calculated, and then, an equivalent
wind speed at 10 m ( ) has been estimated in order to ob-
tain a fully developed wind-driven unified spectrum with the
same energy as the measured one. Finally, the difference of the
emissivity using the spectrum and the spectrum, for
the horizontal and the vertical polarizations has been computed
and plotted with respect to the incidence angle. Three different
situations have been analyzed: growing sea, decreasing sea and
sea affected by swell. In all of them, the modulus of the differ-
ence tends to increase with the elevation angle. Differences of
a fraction of a kelvin are found, which are not negligible when
retrieving salinity from TB. These differences are in the same
order of magnitude as the dependence of TB with respect to the
sea surface salinity. In addition it has been observed that these
differences have opposite sign for the vertical and the horizontal
polarizations: when the roughness is overestimated is pos-
itive and is negative, whereas, when the roughness is un-
derestimated the behavior is just the contrary. This is consistent
with the emissivity dependence to the wind speed, and hence to
the sea surface roughness: if the sea surface roughness increases
the increases and the decreases. Therefore, because of this
contrary behavior, this error can be minimized by using the first
Stokes parameter in the SSS retrieval algorithm [18].

The azimuthal dependence of the brightness temperature
error when the swell effect in the spectrum is neglected has
also been studied. This azimuthal dependence is always very
small and decreases with the elevation angle. Azimuth angles
with maximum error are shifted, if the angle between the wind
and the swell directions changes.
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